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Coexistence Alpha is a set of modifications based on Neutral Good for Practicality, currently implemented in CSS. Its goal is first and foremost to give new users a fully functional and responsive style on new journals, so that they do not need to customise extensively out of the gate to have a positive user experience. Within these guidelines, customisation ability is retained, and user preferences are honoured.

Modifications fall into four categories:

Fully-functional mobile experience
Simplification and improvement of desktop experience
Bugfixes to the base style
Navbar 2

Further notes on improvements not implementable in CSS are included after the category sections.

I. Fully-functional mobile experience
	A proper and modern mobile experience requires that the system appear to have been designed with mobile access as a primary consideration. This includes several key features currently missing from Neutral Good for Practicality.

A. No horizontal scrolling.

This feature requirement cannot be overstressed. Horizontal scrolling in order to access content not specifically designed for it is all but unforgivable. At default zoom, in as many cases as possible, exactly zero horizontal scrolling should be required to see posted content.

In cases where resizing is genuinely impossible, only the individual element should require scrolling to view in its entirety. No other elements should be affected. The current case for this is large tables which cannot be adequately compressed on our baseline screen; those tables must be horizontally scrolled to view, but the rest of the post does not; all other elements fit within the screen's width without zooming out.

This should not be interpreted as a prevention of user-controlled zooming. If the user wishes to zoom, that should not be inhibited.

To this end, Coexistence Alpha takes several steps, including:

compression of tables
forced-breaking of unbreakable character blocks
forced fit of blockquote (as some styles apparently set a hard width which gets inherited)
poll response line width capped
poll text entry fields capped
forced resizing of images to fit screen dimensions
HTML list indenting (ul, ol) resized for better fit

Image resizing includes images in RSS feeds, which is not completely generalised but is accomplished by overriding styles commonly found in popular feed sources. A more universal approach should be adopted if possible.

In comment chains, indentation of comments must stop at level three. Comment indentation beyond that creates unsustainably narrow comment columns, or requires hoizontal scrolling. Coexistence Alpha replaces further indentation with a REPLY DEPTH #> marker to communicate the data instead.

In comment entry forms, all comment forms must fit within available screenspace without horizontal scrolling. Coexistence Alpha does so.

B. No autozoom or auto-repositioning

On Safari in iOS, autozoom and auto-reposition must be considered. While Apple considers these to be features, they should be triggered as rarely as possible, and hopefully not at all. The user experience must be as predictable - and, as far as UX is concerned, placid - as possible.

Outside of the login box in Navbar, these have been eliminated via Safari-specific font-size changes (16px on entry fields) and careful placement of text entry fields in comment reply forms. As with no horizontal scrolling, the goal is no autozoom, with an extra caveat of no auto-repositioning.

C. Highest coherent information density across available screen space.

Many "stylistic" elements commonly used serve no meaningful data presentation function. On a desktop, these decorations are not necessarily harmful, and may be pleasant. However, on a phone screen, they are visual distractions (at best), and waste critical space in such a way that the visual experience is actively degraded.

Or, put another way, the user does not want to swipe down three times to read every single short comment.

As with many Dreamwidth styles, Neutral Good for Practicality currently invokes double bordering, wherein an entry element is contained within a shape, which is in turn presented on a field which is also a shape. Each of these levels is one or more additional de facto lines. Neutral Good for Practicality invokes both double-bordering and additional border lines, creating as many as eight dividers between content elements, not including whitespace. To wit:

Thin horizontal line (decoration)
Comment links
End of comment thick line (decoration)
End of comment wrapper (another de facto line)
Visible background between comments (another colour, so makes another line)
Start of next comment wrapper (another colour, so makes another line)
Next comment user icon, metadata and subject
Thin horizontal line (decoration)

Coexistence Alpha removes 1, 3, and 8 completely. It also compacts whitespace in order to combine 4, 5, and 6 into a single visual impression, resulting in a combined list of only three de facto separators:

Comment links
Divider line (in background colour)
Next comment user icon, metadata and subject

Coexistence Alpha also reduces user icon sizes to 50% on all comments.

On the horizontal axis, even with modules wrapped to bottom, there are too many visual dividers, on both left and right sides. Ignoring comment indentation, you have, on both left and right:

Whitespace margin of entry or comment text
Edge of container (de facto line)
More whitespace, with background colour
End of background line (the actual screen border)

This double-bordering actively reduces content presentation area and degrades the user experience. It forces text into an ever-narrower, ever-more-difficult-to-read column. Coexistence Alpha reduces this to:

Whitespace margin of entry or comment text.
Edge of container (the actual screen border)

We also eliminate some lesser and/or redundant functionality on small mobile screens. All modern phones include spellcheck; therefore, the spellcheck button is not presented. Random user icon choice is not presented. Text selection on phone varies between goofy and unusable, and in no case acts like desktop, so the "quote" button is not presented. And so on.

II. Simplification and improvement of initial desktop experience
	The user should never be stopped from making bad visual decisions. However, we should not make those decisions for them. We should present a simple and fully functional style with clear visual flow. The intended eye flow should be obvious even at thumbnail view.

	Neutral Good for Practicality, as currently set up on new user accounts, sends the eye back and fourth four times, dropping the user into a blank black field at the end. The eye moves from journal title (username) in the upper left, across the screen right to page title, back to the far left of the screen for the profile module (with bold-blocked default user icon), back to the far right of the screen (assuming an entry of any kind has been made) to bold-blocked user post icon, at which point the eye rebounds to the centre of that rectangle - the black theme header. Then the user's eye will fall down to the first entry.

	In short, the entire "F" of expectable eye tracking on a webpage is already completed before the viewer sees any meaningful journal content.

	Further, some of what has been seen is abrasive, in the form of overuse of smallcaps and heavy borders - and, on some browsers, overlapping text. (See Section III: Bugfixes.) This is visually exhausting, and a negative user experience.

	Accordingly, all of these elements have been adjusted or removed. Smallcap text transformation has been retained for page title, but heavy borders and extra decorative horizontal dividers have been eliminated to reduce visual draw to those less-relevant objects. User decisions involving capitalisation (journal title, subtitle, entry and comment titles) are no longer overridden with smallcap and/or all-caps text transformations. Character tracking has been reset to browser default, eliminating broken compression of letters. Harsh corners on entry fields are very slightly rounded (radius 2px) to reduce their visual weight. Buttons are more heavily rounded (radius 4px) with similar intent.

	On the Navbar, text heights and vertical positioning are regularised, with one horizontal divider removed and search thrown to the far right, to provide better visual balance. Old-school skeuomorphic 3D buttons have been replaced with simpler, less distracting flat buttons. Entry and comment links have been brought onto a single line, where possible, with vertical alignment between them maintained where it is not.

	These changes apply to the Reading page, as well.

	As with mobile, some steps have been are taken to reduce or eliminate horizontal scrolling, which is as undesirable on desktop for content as in mobile. That set of changes is mostly as per mobile view, except in that comment indentation - no matter how wacky it gets - is maintained, depth counters are not presented, and all comment form functionality is presented.

III. Bugfixes to the base style
	The default text size is outside the direct control of the style, being set in user preferences. However, it is set in em, which is unreliable across browsers. The default user text size should be set in px, which - despite the apparent hardware-related nature of the unit - is actually more predictable across browsers. I suggest 14px.

	Some character spacing rules were included in Neutral Good for Practicality, which probably worked well on the designer's font. They do not work on all fonts, resulting in characters overlapping within words. These have been eliminated, so all user font choices work.

	Several cases of overlapping text and/or icons were eliminated.

	Multi-word text links could be wrapped within the link span, resulting in text links being wrapped within the link. These are now atomic, so the entire text link wraps as a single unit.

	Modules were inconsistently styled. This has been improved, while hopefully retaining the spirit of the original.

	The user information hoverbox which appears when the user hovers over a userpic has been displaying the user's default icon with a strange extra background-colour line at the bottom since Livejournal introduced the feature a decade ago. This has been fixed.

IV. Navbar 2
	Navbar 2 is a cosmetic redressing of the existing Navbar. The intent of Navbar 2 is to reduce visual clutter and distraction by regularising presentation and reducing skeuomorphism, and to introduce visual balance through panel placement changes. Navbar 2 should not be confused with the proposed Navbar 3, despite the fact that Navbar 3 for Desktop retains some of the visual changes of Navbar 2. 

	Navbar 2 uses the gradient (when present) to create a de facto separation between top and secondary lines. It regularises text baselines across panels. It updates the button and text input fields, flattening them while retaining a graphic indicator element. Ideally, the dropdown selector arrows should also be flattened; it does not do that at the moment, because that requires a link to a replacement image.

	On desktop only, Navbar 2 floats the search field over to the right edge of the screen. On small-screen mobile only, it centres the field contents. We have the same intent in both cases: balancing visual weight.

	The Navbar 2 code is entirely separate within Coexistence Alpha, and does not have to be included with it. They work independently. But - particularly on mobile - I recommend including it.

Further Notes on Improvements Not Implementable in CSS
	Not all desired improvements could be implemented in CSS. These included:

In mobile view, with accessibility features enabled, comments currently have two sets of numbers: the accessibility numbers, and the reply depth numbers. The reply depth numbers should probably be disabled on mobile if accessibility is enabled. This could not be detected in CSS (as per @denise) but can be, in S2.
Current implementation of reply depth numbers is kind of hacky by necessity, and can be done more cleanly in S2.
Reply depth numbers should probably indicate actual reply depth, rather than depth presented relative to current base comment view. For example, a reply 20 levels deeper beneath an initial top-level comment should be REPLY DEPTH 21 at all times, even if it is shown as the current top level comment via direct link. This was not achievable via CSS, but could be done easily in S2.
Current user comment title width in mobile is narrower than necessary, in part due to the user icon size reduction not being understood well by the comment title boundaries. However, due to lack of IDs and/or unique style names, this was not possible in CSS.
Ideally, user icon placement should have consistent height within a comment, regardless of comment length. In the current structure of Neutral Good for Practicality, this was not possible with CSS.
There is a known/won't fix bug where on desktop views in some browsers when forced to mobile view and narrowed sufficiently that quick replies result in poor stacking of the user icon and user icon selector dropdown. They are fully functional, just badly placed. This does not reproduce on any phone I have encountered as yet. It could not be addressed completely due to a lack of CSS IDs and/or unique style names. This should be easy enough to address in S2.

Most if not all of these can probably be addressed cleanly with S2 code. Alternatively, more unique CSS IDs could be generated, but S2 is probably the better solution.

Items to Consider:

In mobile view only, should "apply my style to other journal entries" be enabled always, separately? So many extant styles are mobile-hostile that while the reading page view would be handled well by this style, clicking through to view additional comments on mobile would sacrifice all the benefits of Coexistence Alpha. I am not suggesting this for desktop or large tablets, where screenspace is plentiful; only on small mobile screens.
